Influence of Wi-Fi service quality towards tourists’ satisfaction and dissemination of tourism experience
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Abstract  
Despite the heavy reliance on Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) among tourists’, and the increase number of hotspots available at tourist attractions, limited research is available that investigates the service quality of Wi-Fi. This study investigated the dimension of service quality (SERVQUAL), Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness, and their relationships with tourists’ satisfaction and tourism experience with Wi-Fi technology at tourists’ attractions. The results indicated that perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, and service quality significantly linked with tourists’ satisfaction. We also found a significant effect of service quality on tourist experience. Implications of these results suggest that the key attributes need to be investigated to better understand the tourist satisfaction on the service quality assessments. Hence, the destination managers should consider upgrading Wi-Fi services as well as maintaining quality Wi-Fi services to enhance tourists’ experience at tourist attractions.
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1 Introduction

Technology has dramatically changed tourists’ travel behaviours. The role of technology in tourism continues its long-standing expansion and becomes increasingly important to tourists. Tourists rely on the Internet to search for travel information, communicate with friends and sharing status updates on social media (Ahmed, 1991). Hence, Wi-Fi connections can easily be found in many tourist attractions to provide tourists’ comfort and easy access to information. Major tourism cities, such as New York City, provide free Wi-Fi services at most of its attractions (White, 2015). In addition, In London for instance, 31 percent of international tourists’ regard access to Wi-Fi in popular tourist spots is second most desired comfort while on holiday. Not only that, developed cities like Japan has started to provide the free Wi-Fi service via card specifically for foreigners which can be access throughout various attractions in Tokyo.

The above scenario illustrated how important this technology to people especially tourists’ to be able to have an enjoyable and comfortable trip by using Wi-Fi services. Meanwhile, in Kuala Lumpur, free Wi-Fi is available at major shopping malls and public transportation facilities. This free service can boost tourists’ satisfaction toward an attraction (Parasuraman & Colby, 2015). In addition, (Connolly, Caulfield, & O’Mahony, 2009), Connolly et al. (2009) who surveyed Irish railway passengers indicating that they would use the public transport more often if free Wi-Fi was available. Also, prior studies have indicated that modern customers especially travellers demand more high quality of service, product, information and value for their money (Christian, 2001). To cope with these challenges, destination management organizations (DMOs) need to consider the importance of technology as a must have services to offer.

Nevertheless, limited studies have explored the quality of Wi-Fi services and tourists’ experience with using Wi-Fi, especially in Malaysia. It is essential to investigate the relationship of tourists’ satisfaction and the quality of Wi-Fi services. Satisfaction is one of the most researched topics in tourism because understanding the visitors’ satisfaction is a vital element in the survival of any tourist attractions (Gursoy, McCleary, & Lepsito, 2003; Neal & Gursoy, 2008), and it also plays a significant role in tourist decisions to recommend a place to others and revisit the sites (Kozak & Rimmington, 2000).

Tourist satisfaction is described as the visitors’ emotion after they experience a tour (Baker & Crompton, 2000) and was previously measured by ease of use and usefulness of the technology (Davis & Venkatesh, 1996). Davis (1989) described perceived usefulness as the expectations a user has when faced with technology; and perceived ease of use as the functionality of the system. As long as users think that it is easy to use the system, they will have a positive attitude towards it, and will affect their behaviour. Thus, the perceptions of ease of use and the usefulness were key determinants of a user’s attitude to using a technology (Kim, Park, & Morrison, 2008). Attitude in turn will positively affect a consumer’s intention to use technology.
The technology service quality also plays a role in tourist satisfaction. Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry (1985) defined service quality as the evaluation or attitude of overall excellence of services. Further, Chen and Chen (2010) stated service quality is the extent to which the services provided at the travel site satisfy tourist needs and expectations. This study also examined the dissemination of tourist experience. Laws (1995) described dissemination of experience as tourists’ experiences with destinations, and their perceptions are influenced by comparisons among facilities, attractions, and service standards. In addition, it was proposed that service quality served as the base for tourists’ experience with the destinations. According to Crompton and Love (1995), tourists shape and create the recreation experience and their satisfaction. Naturally, tourists have their initial expectations of what they would experience at a destination based on various sources of information that they gain. Then, their satisfaction is dependent on how well their expectations are met at the destination. In sum, a satisfaction is the function of pre-travel expectations and post-travel experiences (Chen & Chen, 2010).

2 Literature Review

2.1 Service quality of Wi-Fi

Parasuraman et al. (1985) defined service quality as the overall evaluation or attitude of overall excellence of services. In addition, Chuang, Chen & Chen, (2010) stated that service quality is the extent to which the services provided at the travel site satisfy tourist needs and expectations. It is the difference between the customer’s subjective judgments regarding how much expectations and perceptions conform. Quality service is the conformity to expectations or exceeding tourist expectations and needs (Lin, 2008).

According to Cronin and Taylor (1992), one of the most complex actions concerns is how to assess service quality in a proper and accurate way. Based on the numerous considerable published works on the service quality field all over the world there are some lacks consensus between the managers and marketing researchers concerning the real meaning of service quality (Freitas & Costa, 2012). The only existent consensus is that service quality is still an elusive and abstract construct that is difficult to define and measure (Parasuraman et. al., 1985, 1988; Carman, 1990; Cronin & Taylor, 1992). There are literature review reveals that there are many authors who believe that there is a casual relationship between service quality and satisfaction in which service quality affects future customer intentions to purchase those particular services (Hurley & Estelami, 1998). So that service quality is difference between customer’s expectation and perception of services delivered by service firms.

There are important questions should be highlighted in measuring the service quality which is why should service quality be measured. Measurement allows for comparison before and after changes, for the location of quality related problems and for the establishment of clear standards for service delivery. This clearly important to
study the several of satisfaction among tourist since quality of the technology especially in wireless technology is rarely study in the concept of hospitality. Supporting this measurement, Edvardsen et al. (1994) stated in their experience, analysis and measurement is the starting point in developing the quality of service.

2.2 Service quality (SERVQUAL)

In order to measure the satisfaction of tourists, SERVQUAL, an instrument developed by Parasuraman et al. (1985) is often used by researchers to measure the tangible and intangible service elements. SERVQUAL investigates the gaps between what are the supplier offers and what are the tourists’ expectations. Five dimensions namely tangible, reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy in SERVQUAL are used to investigate tourists’ perceptions of a service quality and their satisfaction with various tourism services (Akama & Kieti, 2003). SERVQUAL has also been used to examine satisfaction due to the similarities in which the two concepts are conceptualized and operationalized (Baker & Crompton, 2000; Crompton & Love, 1995; Lee, Graefe, & Burns, 2004). However, there are some researchers argue that the two concepts are different in which the service quality being based on the level of standards for service attributes, while satisfaction is being based on the level of customers perceptions of the experience (Crompton & Love, 1995).

In the context of natural settings, Lee, Graefe and Burns (2004) explain that service quality could be the evaluation of toilet or campground facilities, but satisfaction would be influenced by the weather, social interactions, but also by the quality of the natural setting facilities. Thus, the researchers have found that satisfaction is a more subjective evaluation than service quality. If service providers can improve the quality of their services, tourists’ satisfaction is outside of the provider’s control (Crompton & MacKay, 1989; Crompton & Love, 1995). However, Baker and Crompton (2000) have argued that by stating “higher quality performance in facility provision, programming, and service are likely to result in higher level of visitor satisfaction”. Thus, quality refers to the quality of the elements of a tourism product, whereas satisfaction refers to the quality of a visitor’s experience, which is dependent on how tourists interact and react to the tourism product attributes. This situation has led Parasuraman et al. (1994) to revise their earlier notion of satisfaction by suggesting the definition to “a customer’s overall satisfaction with a transaction [is] ...a function of his or her assessment of service quality, product quality, and price. This conceptualization is then consistent with the ‘quality leads to satisfaction’ school of thought”.

2.3 Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)

Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) was developed by Davis (1989) based on the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) (Fishbein & Azjen, 1975) that looks into user acceptance of technology use as well as learning processes (Davis, 1989; Venkatesh & Davies, 2000). This model emphasizes surveying individual attitudes toward information technology, and has been widely employed in many significant studies of user attitudes (Liaw & Huang, 2003; Liaw, Huang & Chen, 2007). Importantly, in TAM, two beliefs that
focused on information system acceptance which are “Perceived Usefulness” (PU) and “Perceived Ease of Use” (PEOU) are vital in understanding the learner’s attitudes that can effectively help expand system functions and meet learner’s needs.

In the context of Wi-Fi technologies, Lu, Yu, Liu & Yao (2003) proposed an extended Technology Acceptance Model to study the adoption of wireless Internet using mobile devices. On the other hand, Kim, Park and Morrison (2008) found that TAM provided a better understanding of traveller’s acceptance of this technology, suggesting that PU and PEOU were key elements influencing traveller’s attitudes and intentions to use mobile devices in the trip decision making process as well as their experience. PU is the degree to which a user believes a specific system could increase users abilities in undertaking a particular task, and the main point of PU is expectations a user has when faced with a piece of technology (Davis, 1989, p. 320). As long as the user thinks the system might help in some way, the attitudes the user expresses will be positive. When intention to use was designated as the dependent variable, PU was studied 10 times and was found to be significant nine times (Jeyaraj, Rottman & Lacity, 2006). The study of this construct can be a guideline for researcher in order to know the significant of it.

Meanwhile, PEOU is being defined as the degree to which a user thinks a specific system is easy to operate, and the point of PEOU is the functionality of the system (Davis, 1989). As long as users think that it is easy to use the system, they will have a positive attitude towards it, and this will affect their behaviour. Thus, the perceptions of ease of use and the usefulness were considered to be key determinants of a user’s attitude to using a technology. Attitude in turn will positively affect a consumer’s intention to use technology. TAM also predict that beliefs or attitudes about perceived usefulness (PU) determine intention use (IU) the technology which, then, leads to actual usage (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). When intention to use a system was the dependent variable, PEOU was examined 13 times and found to be significant 8 times (Jeyaraj et al., 2006).

2.4 Tourists’ Satisfaction

The complexity and controversial nature of the definition and measurement of consumer satisfaction is well recognized by researchers (Chan & Baum, 2007). Definitions of satisfaction have varied amongst researchers. Based on Yuksel and Yuksel (2001), they stated that satisfaction is the cognitive or emotional response resulting from the consumption experience, or a comparison of benefits and costs to anticipated consequences. There is further debate made on the definition which stimulated by suggestions that satisfaction should be defined to reflect the connection between the cognitive and emotional processes involved (Oliver, 1997). This is because the subjective judgements tourists make about their travel experiences are associated with their emotions towards the vacation attributes and experiences, tourist’s satisfaction could therefore be determined by their emotional assessment. Thus, consumer satisfaction can be defined as a cognitive-affective state resulting from cognitive evaluations, as well as from emotions these evaluations evoke.
The approach to understanding satisfaction follows the leisure sciences approach which advocates that satisfaction is a psychological outcome, and that “intervening variables exist between level of service quality and level of satisfaction that are outside a service provider’s control” (Crompton & Love, 1995). Thus, this mean those tourists inevitably will shape and create the recreation experience and their satisfaction. Satisfaction is therefore can been defined as a fulfilment response, a judgement that the product and services provided have led to a pleasurable or unpleasable experience, a cognitive-affective state derived from a tourist experience (del Bosque & San Martin, 2008).

Thus, regarding the measurement of satisfaction, Kozak and Rimmington (2000) note that originally, in marketing, satisfaction studies followed either the expectation-perception gap model developed by Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry (1985), or the performance-only approach developed by Gronroos (1990). The expectation-perception model or expectancy-disconfirmation paradigm considers consumer satisfaction or dissatisfaction to be a function of the disconfirmation arising from discrepancies between prior expectations and actual performance (Chen & Chen, 2010; del Bosque & San Martin, 2008). Thus, it is based on the belief that consumers develop expectations about a product or a service before consumption, however, post-consumption will make them to compare the actual experience with their original expectations and a disconfirmation occurs when either actual performance is better than expectations (resulting in high levels of satisfaction) or when perception of the performance is below expectations (low levels of satisfaction). Meanwhile, a confirmation will occur when actual performance matches prior expectations, the perceived experience resulting to be just satisfactory (Hui, Wan & Ho, 2007).

According to Heung and Cheng (2000), expectations are perceived likelihoods that a product or an experience has certain characteristics or it will lead to a particular outcome. Basically, tourists have their initial expectations of what they would experience at a destination based on various sources of information that they gain. Then, their satisfaction is then dependent on how well their expectations are met at the destination. Dissatisfaction wills occurs when performance their expected are differs from what was being expected. However, in the context of tourism, a satisfaction is the function of pre-travel expectations and post-travel experiences” (Chen & Chen, 2010).

Meanwhile, Kotler (2000) defined customer satisfaction as a person’s feeling of pleasure or disappointment that will lead comparing a product’s perceived performance in relation to his or her expectation. In measure the satisfaction, there is a need to collect the outcome of perception, evaluate the experience with the services provided from the service provider. Oliver (1997) claims that when tourists experience service attributes of high quality, they are likely to experience higher levels of satisfaction with the service. On the other hand, if a customer was to experience any service quality which is lower than expected, then the satisfaction level will drop.

Evaluating a technology service (i.e., Wi-Fi) and users’ attitude toward the technology, this study used the basis of TAM (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000; Davis et al.,
1989) as well as Parasuraman et al. (1985) studies as the theoretical framework. Figure 1 displays the research model.
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**Figure 1: Research model**

### 3 Methodology

#### 3.1 Research Methodology

To investigate the influence of the dimension of service quality (SERVQUAL), TAM’s perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness, and their relationships with tourists’ satisfaction and tourism experience with Wi-Fi technology at tourists’ attractions, this research gathered data by surveying local and international tourists visiting several tourists’ attractions in Kuala Lumpur. The study used purposive sampling method in order to target a specific population of interest (i.e., local and international tourists’ travelling/sight-seeing within the central region route of Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia). The route comprised of major tourist attractions in the city included National Museum, KL Sentral, Royal Palace, Kuala Lumpur Bird Park, Dataran Merdeka, Kuala Lumpur City Centre (KLCC), Malaysia Tourism Centre (MATIC), KL Tower and Golden Triangle or Bukit Bintang.

Kuala Lumpur is a major tourism city in Malaysia where there’s many tourists’ attractions, public facilities, and restaurants offering free Wi-Fi services. Therefore, it was easy to locate both local and international tourists throughout the city using the Wi-Fi services. The whole data collection process was carried out within 3 weeks from 31 October 2016 to 15 November 2016. The data were collected by distributing both paper
based surveys as well as online survey questionnaire via Qualtrics software. The paper based surveys were placed at several tourists’ attractions while the researcher distributed the online questionnaire by approaching tourists’ using iPads. The respondents were guided and assisted while responding to the survey to ensure more understanding in answering each of the questions. The questionnaire was developed by adapting established questionnaire developed by Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry (1985) and Davis, Bagozzi, and Warshaw (1989). A total of 514 questionnaires were distributed throughout the data collection period of the study. Out of the 514, only 397 questionnaires were used.

The study analyzed the data using SmartPLS 3.0 for PLS-SEM model evaluation. PLS-SEM allows for indirect effect estimation unlike the multiple regression. Hence, PLS-SEM is suitable for our model estimation because it was hypothesized that there was an indirect effect of service quality dimensions on tourists’ satisfaction and dissemination of experience when using Wi-Fi when traveling. The measurement model in PLS is assessed in terms of item loadings and reliability coefficients (composite reliability), as well as the convergent and discriminant validity. The structural model in PLS is evaluated by examining the path coefficients, $T$ statistics and $R^2$.

4 Findings

4.1 Respondent profiles

A total of 397 respondents participated in this research. The data were collected by distributing the online survey questionnaire. The survey respondents consisted of 58.9% ($n = 234$) female, 84.9% ($n = 337$) were between 18 to 39 years of age, 51.9% ($n = 206$) of the respondents were married, and a majority of them 72.3% ($n = 287$) were degree holder. The highest percentage of tourists in this study was from the Asia continent, 76.54% ($n = 303$) followed by 8.7% ($n = 34$) from Europe region, 8.1% ($n = 32$) from the Australasian region (Australia and New Zealand), 4.8% ($n = 19$) American continent and 2.3% ($n = 19$) Africa region. The respondents reported their average length of stayed are between 4-6 nights.

4.2 Data analysis

PLS-SEM was used to analysed the data. The measurement model in PLS-SEM is assessed in terms of item loadings and reliability coefficients (composite reliability), as well as the convergence and discriminant validity. Individual item loadings greater than .70 or greater is considered acceptable (Chin, 2010). Interpreted like a Cronbach’s alpha for internal consistency reliability estimate, a composite reliability of .70 or greater is considered acceptable (Chin, 2010). The average variance extracted (AVE) measures the variance captured by the indicators relative to measurement error, and it should be greater than .50 to justify using a construct (McIntosh, 2014). than .50 to justify using a construct (Barclay, Thompson, & Higgins, 1995). The discriminant validity of the measures was assessed by examining the correlations between the measures of
potentially overlapping constructs. Items should load more strongly on their own constructs in the model, and the average variance shared between each construct and its measures should be greater than the variance shared between the construct and other constructs (Compeau, Higgins, & Huff, 1999). The structural model in PLS is assessed by examining the path coefficients (standardized betas). T statistics are also calculated to assess the significance of these path coefficients. In addition, $R^2$ is used as an indicator of the overall predictive strength of the model.

4.3 Measurement model

The results show that the measures of the constructs examined are strong in terms of item loadings, good in internal consistency reliability, and fulfilled the discriminant validity. All item loadings were above the suggested 0.70 (see Table 1). The internal reliabilities, assessed by composite reliability, were all greater than 0.70 (see Table 2).

Table 1: Measurement model: item loadings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DE</th>
<th>PEOU</th>
<th>SQ</th>
<th>TS</th>
<th>PU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Wi-Fi services provided are reliable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Wi-Fi services provided are well-operated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Wi-Fi services provided are consistent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Wi-Fi services provided perform without errors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Providing Free Wi-Fi services indicates that tourist attraction management are sensitive to tourist needs and wants.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Provide free Wi-Fi services indicates that tourist are able to connect to others world.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Provide free Wi-Fi services indicates that tourist able to promote this city tourist attractions to others.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. I feel secured when I used WIFI services provided.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. It creates trust to me when I used Wi-Fi services provided.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. I feel secured when I do online business transaction using the Wi-Fi services provided.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. I feel safe when downloading any apps or games using the Wi-Fi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Wi-Fi services are available at convenient hours to me.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Wi-Fi services provided are accessible</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Wi-Fi services provided have the good Internet speed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. I felt easy with free Wi-Fi services provided.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. I felt there is no obstacle of using the free Wi-Fi services.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.816</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
17. My interaction with Wi-Fi services provided are clear and understandable. 0.861
18. I felt it is flexible to interact with other people by using the Wi-Fi service provided. 0.708
19. I felt that Wi-Fi services provided are easy to use. 0.824
20. I felt it is more quickly to accomplish my task with free Wi-Fi services provided 0.736
21. I felt my job performance improve with free Wi-Fi services provided. 0.711
22. I felt my job productivity increase with free Wi-Fi services provided. 0.813
23. I felt my effectiveness on the job enhance with free Wi-Fi services provided. 0.860
24. I felt my job become easier with free Wi-Fi services provided 0.896
25. I felt Wi-Fi services provided are useful in my job 0.896
26. Availability of Wi-Fi services is very useful 0.726
27. I felt secured when using Wi-Fi services 0.767
28. Wi-Fi services provided are easy to use in any time 0.785
29. Wi-Fi services provided are reliable and well operated 0.746
30. Wi-Fi services provided are consistent and without error 0.752
31. I can search the information that I need at any time anywhere with the Wi-Fi provided 0.759
32. There is no obstacle of using free Wi-Fi services 0.711
33. I will to say positive things about the Wi-Fi services to other people 0.869
34. I plan to encourage friends and relatives to use the Wi-Fi services 0.854
35. I plan to write reviews of WIFI services on travel blog or website 0.838
36. I plan to update status on social media platforms about my experience of using Wi-Fi services 0.776
37. I will give my suggestion to the authorities if there are any problem to the WIFI services in order to increase the Wi-Fi performance 0.823

Table 2 also demonstrates satisfactory convergent and discriminant validity of the measures. Average variance extracted (AVE) for all constructs exceeded 0.50. As for the discriminant validity, Table 2 shows that all constructs were more strongly correlated
with their own measures than with any of the other constructs. Therefore, discriminant validity was observed.

Table 2: Reliability, convergence and discriminant validity coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>AVE</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dissemination of Experience</td>
<td>.919</td>
<td>.693</td>
<td>.833</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Use</td>
<td>.892</td>
<td>.624</td>
<td>.659</td>
<td>.790</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERVQUAL</td>
<td>.958</td>
<td>.618</td>
<td>.804</td>
<td>.640</td>
<td>.786</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourists’ Satisfaction</td>
<td>.898</td>
<td>.557</td>
<td>.678</td>
<td>.720</td>
<td>.754</td>
<td>.746</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usefulness</td>
<td>.925</td>
<td>.676</td>
<td>.759</td>
<td>.614</td>
<td>.701</td>
<td>.634</td>
<td>.822</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Structural model

The path coefficients from the PLS analysis are shown in Figure 2. All hypotheses were supported. All three of the independent variables (SERVQUAL, Ease of Use, and Usefulness) demonstrated a direct, statistically significant, and positive effect on Tourists’ Satisfaction ($p < .001$). Tourists’ Satisfaction also showed a strong positive link with Dissemination of Experience (see Table 3). As hypothesized, Tourists’ Satisfaction had a strong mediating effect between SERVQUAL and Dissemination of Experience, and a moderate effect on the relationship of Ease of Use and Usefulness with Dissemination of Experience (See Table 4). SERVQUAL documented the strongest predicting trait toward Tourists’ Satisfaction and Dissemination of Experience (direct effect path coefficient = .381; indirect effect path coefficient = .259).

Figure 2: Path analysis
Table 3: Path coefficients (Beta value)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dissemination of Experience</th>
<th>Tourists' Satisfaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Use</td>
<td>0.280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Quality</td>
<td>0.381</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usefulness</td>
<td>0.195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourists' Satisfaction</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.678</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R² values can be used to evaluate the strength of the proposed model. In this model, 46% of the variance in Dissemination of Experience was explained by all the variables, and 61.3% of the variance in Tourists’ Satisfaction was explained by the three independent variables (i.e., SERVQUAL, Ease of Use, and Usefulness).

Table 4: Indirect effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dissemination of Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Use</td>
<td>0.190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERVQUAL</td>
<td>0.259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usefulness</td>
<td>0.132</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Discussion and Conclusion

The elements of service quality, perceived ease of use and usefulness of the Wi-Fi services play a significant role in understanding tourist satisfaction and their experience. The study found that Wi-Fi services improve tourists’ travel tasks during travel. The findings provide implications for service providers and destination managers to upgrade the services for stability and connection speed since the quality of Wi-Fi in the city was still considered not at a satisfaction level compared to other developed cities. Finally, the main objective of the study is to examine the relationship between Wi-Fi service attributes and tourist satisfactions. All attributes were significant predictors of tourist satisfaction. Specifically, the findings revealed that service quality of the Wi-Fi is the strongest factor influencing tourist experience and satisfaction. This strong effect of SERVQUAL is in line with previous research by Baker and Crompton (2000). Future research could further investigate the other attributes of technology that can enhance tourism experience in Kuala Lumpur. A comparative study among the other facilities could also be investigated to explore the area of high usage and demand of the Wi-Fi services.

Importantly, tourist satisfaction, in this study, clearly illustrated its mediating factor on the relationship between the Wi-Fi service attributes and tourist experience. This significant finding confirmed the important role of satisfaction on experience as documented in a study by Heung and Cheng (2000) where the tourist experience depends highly on their satisfaction with the services provided. In this case, tourist satisfaction is dependent on the three Wi-Fi service attributes. The finding also indicated that experiences were highly determined by the satisfaction in the services in
which they compared the Wi-Fi service quality between facilities, attractions and cities. Lastly, the study looked at the role of tourist satisfaction as the mediator. The main indication to conclude from this research is that quality of the Wi-Fi service is vital to tourist experience. When one attraction is capable of providing good service quality, tourists will have a good experience touring and interacting at the attraction.
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